
How the Internet is Shaping 
Consumer Expectations 
 



Our Panelists 
• Laura Monroe, Director of Marketing, RealSatisfied 

– @LauraMonroe 

• Ginger Wilcox, Chief Industry Officer, Sindeo 
– @gingerw 

• Grier Allen, CEO and Founder, BoomTown 
– @grierallen 



Your brand is a matter of opinion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
User generated content has created a major shift in the way brand marketing works today compared to just a decade ago. Brands are effected by their client’s experiences, the performance of their employees and even the culture created by management. Here I’m going to ask Laura to talk a little bit about how surveying a client isn’t just done so that agents can post reviews on REALTOR.com. It’s an opportunity for broker to identify good and bad customers experiences. 



UX is the new SEO 
• 60% of smartphone users either leave the site or move to another site 

offering similar products or content when having a “poor” of “very poor” 
experience on a website or mobile app – IBM 
 

• People will visit a Web site less often if it is slower than a close competitor 
by more than 250 milliseconds (a millisecond is a thousandth of a 
second). - New York Times 
 

• 92 percent of all recent buyers using the Internet at some point during 
the home search process. Of the home buyers who used the Internet to 
search for a home, 47 percent found the home that they ultimately 
bought online. –National Association of REALTORS®  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumer’s are overwhelmingly turning to the internet to find a new home. I will ask Grier some questions about the usability testing they do when building their sites. I’ll also touch on the performance of mobile. I’ll ask Ginger about content strategy and how to provide the right amount of usable information for consumers. 



The hand-off from tech to touch 
• Buyer inquiries responded to: 48% 
• Average number of call back attempts: 1.5 
• Average number of email contacts: 2.07 
• Average response times: 15 hours 

Source- The WAV Group Agent Responsiveness Study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will ask all panelists about the importance of calling consumers. I may ask Grier about the “opportunity wall.” I may ask Ginger about how Sindeo tracks their own LO’s response rates. I may ask Laura if they see communication as a key negative response in their survey’s. 



A typical business hears from 4% of it's 
dissatisfied customers. 
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Complain Don't Complain Leave

Source: “Understanding Customers” by Ruby Newell-Legner 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will start with Laura here, but I may ask for Ginger’s input as well. We’ll talk about the importance of surveying your clients and what to do about a bad survey. 



What to do about a bad review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going to go back and ask about how to deal with a bad review once it’s online



Dealing with bad data 



Tips & Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re a broker, and have a brand promise, then it should effect your hiring as well. What your brand means to you. Brokers have e-teams. Opportunity wall. Sometimes they put greenest agents in roles. 10:35 to 11:15.  Ask about filling out profile pages, brand consistent agent marketing, developing elevator pitches for overcoming bad data. 
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